
Frequently Asked Questions

1. Dashboard Components

a. What are the curves on the dashboard showing me?

b. What is the ‘Bubble’ on the moving curve?

c. What are different ways I can look at the emotion data?

d. Can I view more than 1 metric at a time?

e. Can I export a dashboard image to PowerPoint or other graphics programs?

f. How do I use the Bookmark feature?

2. Interpreting Results

a. What is the scale of the metrics in the chart area in the dashboard?

b. How should Valence be interpreted? What is the meaning for us?

c. What kind of lag is there in facial coding (how do we line up the trace lines with the

stills)?

d. Does it matter how high or low the start point of my facial coding line is?

e. What is the benefit of looking at first view versus second view within facial coding

analysis?

f. Can I compare facial coding scores between ads—both scores on the charts and

summary scores?

g. My facial coding data line(s) are flat.  Why is this?

3. Summary Metrics

a. How do I use the Summary Metrics page?

b. How do my project’s summary metrics compare to the Affectiva Ad Testing Norms?

4. Scene Metrics

a. How do I use the Scene tool?

5. Video Recording
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Affdex Facial Coding FAQs

Dashboard Components

What are the curves on the dashboard showing me?

The dashboard curves show the aggregated emotional response of the panelists to the ad. The curves

represent the selected:

● Ad / video

● Exposure (e.g. first time viewed or second)

● Metric

● Set of participants

There are two categories of emotion metrics: dimensions of emotion (also known as ‘summary

measures’ and discrete emotions.

The dimensions of emotion (summary measures) included are:

● Expressiveness – A measure of  the emotional engagement of the  content, computed by

accumulating the frequency and intensity of the discrete emotions listed below. Unlike Valence,

Expressiveness is agnostic with respect to the  positive or negative aspect of the facial

expressions.

● Valence – A measure of the positive (or negative) nature of the participant’s experience with the

content. If participants display more positive emotions, Valence increases on the positive side or

if more negative emotions are expressed, Valence decreases toward the negative side.

● Attention –  Uses the orientation of the face to assess if  participants are looking directly at the

screen or if they are distracted (turning away) while viewing content.

The default discrete emotion measures included are:

● Smile – The degree to which the participant is displaying a smile. The smile classifier takes into

account  the full face rather than just the mouth/lip area, incorporating other facial cues, like the

eyes, to accurately identify a true smile. Smirks and grimaces are trained not to trigger our smile

classifier.

● Brow Furrow - The degree to which the participant is displaying a brow furrow in the absence of

a Disgust classifier response. Brow Furrow responses during ad tests are most often negative in

valence. They are usually attributable to mental effort, focus, or confusion.

● Brow Raise – The degree to which the participant is showing a face of surprise or recognition,
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indicated by raised eyebrows.

● Disgust – The degree to which the participant is showing expressions of dislike or even disgust.

These expressions include nose wrinkles and/or grimaces.

● Smirk - The degree to which a participant is showing a one-sided smile, a Smirk.  This can

indicate skepticism but does not affect Valence.

● Lip Corner Depress - The degree to which the participant is expressing sadness or

disappointment. This includes expressions that depress the corners of the lips. This has a

negative contribution to Valence

What is the ‘Bubble’ on the moving curve?

The number in the bubble, at any given point on a curve, represents the average degree,

moment-by-moment, to which respondents are displaying the selected emotion metric – taking

into account both the intensity and number of people displaying that emotion.

At a respondent level, it is the likelihood that an individual is expressing that emotion or not.

What are different ways I can look at the emotion data?

The dashboard data can be segmented by using combinations of the following controls:

● Ad Selector: allows viewing data for the ads tested in the project

○ Clicking the arrows to the left/right of the ad will allow you to navigate through

the ads in the project.

○ Hovering over the ad selector will display a downward arrow that when selected

will display all of the ads in the project for selection.

● Select Exposure: allows viewing of the data of one or more exposures. An exposure is

defined as the number of times the participant viewed the media, so in most cases there

will be one or two of these. This control will only display on the dashboard if more than

one exposure was collected in the project.

○ To select exposures, click on the control and check the box(es) to choose which

exposures to view on the dashboard.
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○
○ You can view as many exposures as there are in your project, typically 1 or 2. You

can select to look at each exposure individually or combine exposures for

comparison.

○ The first exposure is selected by default, which means that the other controls on

the dashboard (participant group, question selector) are referencing exposure

one. To view data specific to another  exposure select it individually.

○ Each exposure is represented by a different line style on the dashboard:

○ Exposure 1 – Solid colored line

○ Exposure 2 – Dotted colored line

○ Known Limitation with Bookmarks: When viewing multiple exposures the

available bookmarks will only be displayed for the 1st exposure. To see bookmarks

on subsequent exposures you will need to view them individually

● Participant Groups: allows viewing data specific to the following groups:

o All Participants - includes data for all survey participants that have usable data.

o Most Expressive Participants - includes data for participants who were emotive in

any of our captured emotions.

o Most Expressive in Selected Emotion - includes data for participants who were

emotive in the selected emotion (i.e. selecting this participant group and the

“Smile” measure will only show data for participants who smiled during the ad).

o *Note: this participant group is not applicable when viewing data for Valence,

Attention and Expressiveness, thus when these combinations are chosen no data

tracks will display and the user will be prompted to change their selections.

● Selected Metric: clicking on any emotion will show data specific to the participants’

reaction in the selected emotion. (See details in “What are the traces on the dashboard

showing me?“ question above)

● Survey Questions: allows viewing data for specific survey questions. The questions

displayed are determined prior to beginning a study and generally consist of a standard

set (age, gender, brand appeal etc.) and occasionally some client-specific custom

questions.

● Why don’t I always see facial coding lines for all of my survey splits? Data traces for
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samples below 10 participants are suppressed from the dashboard display. Without an

adequate number of respondents, the ability to break down the data and make

meaningful conclusions is compromised. Data that has been suppressed is annotated

with (Low Data Sample).

Can I view more than 1 metric at a time?
Between the “Selected Exposure” and “Selected Metric” menus there is an option for “Multiple

Metrics”.  Enabling this option will allow for the aggregate curves of 1 or more metrics to be

displayed on the graph at the same time by selecting additional metrics from the “Selected

Metric” menu.

Can I export a dashboard image to PowerPoint or other graphics programs?
Clicking the “Generate PPT View” button in the upper right will display setting to customize an

image of your data that can be imported into PowerPoint or other presentations.

The menu  will allow for some customization to show or hide various curves, Thumbnails or

Legends.
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Once “Generate View” is clicked, an image of your dashboard curve will be rendered and can be

saved by right clicking and saving. This image file can be inserted or copied into your

presentation.  On the Affdex portal, the image background will be grey but the actual

background will be transparent when imported into your presentation.

How do I use the Bookmark feature?
This dashboard feature allows you to save certain views of the Facial Coding data, making it easy

to re-visit and navigate between these views when analyzing and presenting your data.  The

Bookmarks feature is turned on by default, allowing you to view and add bookmarks right away.

You may temporarily turn off the Bookmarks feature, but it will reset to On each time you return

to the dashboard.

● To turn the Bookmark feature on or off:

○ Go to the ‘settings’ menu by clicking on the gear icon.

○ Click the ‘bookmarks’ setting to on/off

With the Bookmarks feature, you can:

● View any bookmark that might have been added by your team to highlight possible

points of interest in the data lines.

○ To view these bookmarks, select them from the drop-down list or click the pin

icon directly

● Create new bookmarks:

○ Select the view you want to bookmark – the relevant ad, exposure, metric,

question and time
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○ Right click, choose a bookmark title and description and click save

● Delete bookmarks you have created:

○ Select the relevant bookmark from the drop-down list

○ Click on the pin for that bookmark which shows on the data line

○ Click ‘delete’ in the box

● Hide bookmarks created by others:

○ Click on the pin for a bookmark, then click the ‘hide bookmark’ text

● Unhide bookmarks created by others:

○ Go to the ‘settings’ menu by clicking on the gear icon

○ Click the ‘hidden bookmarks’ setting to ‘show’

○ Select the bookmark you desire to unhide from the drop-down list

○ Click the unhide bookmark link.

○ Turning the ‘hidden bookmarks’ setting back to ‘hide’ will hide all other hidden

bookmarks

Interpreting results

What is the scale of the metrics in the chart area in the dashboard?

While the absolute boundaries of the scales are shown below, most scores will vary in
a much narrower range in each case, hence the ‘majority’ figures shown.  These
majority boundaries are the upper and lower bounds used to define the chart area in
the dashboard.

In AMAP markets (excluding Australia and New Zealand):

● Discrete emotions – theoretical range is 0-100, majority fall between 0 and 10.

● Attention – theoretical range 0-100, majority fall between 60 and 100.

● Expressiveness – theoretical range 0-100, majority fall between 0 and 20.

● Valence – theoretical range -100 to +100, majority fall between -10 and +10.

Rest of world:

● Discrete emotions – theoretical range is 0-100, majority fall between 0 and 20.

● Attention – theoretical range 0-100, majority fall between 70 and 100.
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● Expressiveness – theoretical range 0-100, majority fall between 0 and 30.

● Valence – theoretical range -100 to +100, majority fall between -10 and +20.

How should Valence be interpreted? What is the meaning for us?
Valence is a measure of perceived positivity or negativity to the stimulus.   Positive factors

towards valence are smile and cheek raise (indicating true smile) while negative factors are

inner brow raise, brow furrow, nose wrinkle, upper lip raise, lip corner depressor, chin raise, lip

press, and lip suck.  The resulting Valence metric considers both the positive and negative

factors.

What kind of lag is there in facial coding (how do we line up the trace lines
with the stills)?

Facial response to an ad is likely to be relatively immediate in most instances, so you should see

little or no lag in the data lines.  There will be some occasions in which, for example, people

need to process the meaning of a ‘joke’ before they respond by smiling (or not, if they didn’t

find it funny).  In these situations we will see a slight lag – but this will have to be judged on a

case-by-case basis. Looking at survey responses alongside facial coding results will help you to

determine which scenes people are reacting to.

Does it matter how high or low the start point of my facial coding line is?

In short, it doesn’t.  If one line starts higher than another, it is simply because that group was

smiling more than the other at the start. This could just be a random effect (there’s no reason

why people should necessarily be expressionless at the start) or it could be due to whatever

respondents have just seen or been doing (for example in second view it follows people

watching the ad for the first time, and in offline markets the test ad often appears in a reel

following a previous ad). However, we see no systematic effect.  The focus for analysis should

therefore be on the movement of the data line from that start point, rather than the start point

itself.

What is the benefit of looking at first view versus second view within facial
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coding analysis?

View 1 emotion traces tell us the respondent’s true intuitive response to the ad and illustrates

their emotional journey as the story unfolds.

View 2 traces give us a measure of how persistent these emotions are after a second viewing.

For example; is the joke still funny or does understanding the solution to the problem reduce

confusion?

Can I compare facial coding scores between ads—both scores on the charts
and summary scores?

The answer here is both yes and no.

Yes, the scores on each metric are scaled similarly, so you are able to compare across ads within

the same country.  However, it is not advisable to compare between ads in different countries –

because the normative levels of each metric are different in each country, so comparing the

absolute levels of metrics would be misleading.  By comparing the results on the summary

metrics page to the relevant norm, however, you could compare across countries by saying that

“ad A (from country X) had significantly higher levels of smiles than norm, while ad B (from

country Y) had significantly lower levels of smiles than the norm”.

My facial coding data line(s) are flat.  Why is this?

Usually, this means that the ad in question is not evoking that expression (in the case of discrete

metrics like Brow Furrow and Smile) or any expression (in the case of summary measures like

Expressiveness). If this is the case, you should look to diagnose the reasons for this lack of

instinctive emotional engagement with the ad by looking at survey measure responses, and

present this finding to your client.

It may be that only a small sub-group are expressing, in which case using ‘most expressive’ to

see how the few who did show the expression progressed through the ad, but any insights

found here should be presented in the context of the knowledge that they are a minority, and

their response is not representative of the whole sample.
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Summary Metrics

How do I use the Summary Metrics page?

Delivered with each project’s dashboard is a view of a project’s summary metrics for quick

comparison including how they compare to the Affectiva Ad Testing Norms. These are

accessible from the project list page in the portal by clicking the Summary Metrics from the

View menu in the upper right of the page.

The metrics included in the Summary Metrics tab help you to answer different questions about

the facial expressions included in the dashboard, for example using smile:

● Mean is the average of the aggregate line for the metric.

○ Questions you can consider: Does the ad elicit a lot of smiles?  Does it bring

about more or less smiles than other ads in the region?

● Variability is a measure of the deviation of the aggregated data line for the metric.

○ Questions you can consider: How much do smiles change during the course of

the ad? Higher levels of variability would suggest that viewers are responding to

the ad by smiling at different points rather than simply smiling throughout.

● Max/Min shows the highest and lowest points of the aggregate line for the metric

○ You can use max and min values to work out the range over which the smile

varies

○ The Max/Min metrics are hidden by default. To show them for all metrics, check

Show All Metrics in the upper left of the Summary Metric page.  To show them

on a specific emotion (e.g. Valence), click on the Expand Arrow next to the

emotion name.

How do my project’s summary metrics compare to the Affectiva Ad Testing
Norms?

Metrics for Mean, Variability, Maximum (Max) & Minimum (Min) are compared against the

Affectiva norm data for the region in which the the ad was tested. You can determine which
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region your ads are being compared against by looking in the top left corner of the metrics

page. The market to region mapping as deployed in our product today is below. This mapping is

updated periodically through the calendar year, as we acquire more data. The goal is to get each

market to have its own norm for comparison, needing approximately 30 projects to get there.

View when comparing to the regional norm:

View when comparing to a market norm:

Norms are also calculated separately according to project type: online or offline.  In the example

below, you can see that the norms for an online project from the Mexico market were

calculated based on a comparison to 144 ads from other online projects in that market.

The norms for an offline project from the Mexico market were calculated based on a

comparison to 85 ads from other offline projects in that market.

The ad testing norm appears to the right of the ad metric norm in parentheses, with an arrow

indicating whether the ad is significantly above or below the norm.  As noted above, the norm

values displayed on the summary metrics page are calculated separately by online or offline
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project type.

NOTE: the metrics for max, min and % expressive do not display the arrow indicators as they are

not subject to significance testing. Project values are displayed against the ad norms only.
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Scene Metrics

How do I use the Scene tool?
You can make use of the Scene metrics tool by selecting the Scene tab in your project.

The resulting page will allow you to scrub through the stimulus to to the end of a scene. At that

point you can click “Create Scene Break” to create a scene which will then need a label with

optional intent.

After saving the scene configuration you will need to regenerate results from the “Dashboard”

tab to see scene metrics:
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Scene markers can also be seen as vertical lines in the Dashboard:
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Video Recording

The video recording feature uses a Chrome browser extension; the feature is only supported on
Google Chrome. You will need to install the Affectiva Dashboard Screencast extension for the
Google Chrome browser. Once installed, there will be an Affectiva icon in the upper right of your
browser window:

To record a dashboard video:

1. Navigate to the Affectiva dashboard you wish to record.
2. Configure the dashboard to display the curves you want to capture in the video.
3. Click on the Affectiva extension icon. You will see the following message:

Note: the video recording is a full recording of the contents of the browser tab displays the
dashboard while the dashboard media plays. You can resize the browser tab, and thus control
what is in the video. Also, the cursor will be recorded if it is in the tab; you can move it out of the
way before recording, or use it to point to different areas of the UI, if you’d like that to be
captured in the recording.
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4. Click Start to start recording, after a 5 second countdown. To avoid recording your
cursor, move the cursor out of the browser tab during this 5-second countdown.

5. The dashboard will then play the media in its entirety without any sound. This is normal;
the sound is being captured into the recorded video.

6. Once playback is complete, you will be prompted for the video format you desire. If you
wish to play the video back in a slide presentation, you should select “Transcode to
.mp4”:

7. Upon selecting “Transcode…”, there will be a status bar which displays status while
transcoding takes place. After transcoding is finished, you’ll see the following message:

8. Click the Download button to download the MP4 video to your computer. The resulting
video can be embedded into your slide presentation or other documents and plays
offline.
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